PSYCHOLOGY 194 - ADVANCED RESEARCH IN SPECIAL PROJECTS

RESEARCH PROJECT TITLE____Children and Technology in Spanish-Speaking Families________

FACULTY RESEARCH
SUPERVISOR_____Su-hua Wang_______________________Phone ______________________ Office__________

*Pick up an application form outside Room 233 SS2, and/or email the Baby Lab.
**Write “194A Spanish” in the Subject line of your email to speed up the process!

GRADUATE RESEARCH
ASSISTANT___Aijia Gao & Heather Mclean_____Phone__459-5596________Office__233 SS2__
(if applicable) Email __babylab@ucsc.edu

Brief description of Research Project:

Our research projects explore how parents from different socio-cultural backgrounds may approach the issues of childrearing and more specifically the use of technology by their children.

Major Responsibilities of Undergraduate Research Assistant:

Recruit Spanish-speaking families, conduct interviews with parents, observe their interaction with children, transcribe parental reflections on childrearing and parental talk with children, and help with lab operations.

Prerequisites and Qualifications:

Psyc 10, and a native speaker of Spanish.

Expected length of student commitment: Fall __x__Winter__ x __Spring___Summer___
(If student does not fulfill this commitment, it can be reflected in their narrative evaluation.)

Estimated number of hours per week: with Faculty Research Supervisor ___
with Graduate Research Asst ___12__
(in applicable)

independently on project ___3__

Written report will be required: YES Reading List will be assigned: NO

Type of Academic Credit Available:

Advanced Developmental Research....Psychology 194A_x_
Advanced Cognitive Research.........Psychology 194B ___
Advanced Social Research..............Psychology 194C ___

Number of Undergraduate Research Assistants needed for this project each quarter: ___6___